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25 November 2020

ASX Announcement
Update on Mining Lease Application & Preparation for Production at Kat Gap
➢ Mining Lease application MLA 74/249 submitted to the Department of Mines,
Industry, Regulation and Safety in May 2020;
➢ Objection lodged on 09 June 2020 – OBJ # 579591

➢

Withdrawal of MLA 74/249 Application Objection Allowing Classic to Fast Track Its
Production Campaign.

Perth based Classic Minerals Limited (the “Company” or “CLZ”) is pleased to announce that
Western Areas Ltd (ASX: WSA) has withdrawn its objection for the registration of tenement
application MLA 74/249 allowing the company to move forward with its intended gold production
planning.
The objection was originally lodged due to potential issues regarding a fresh water supply pipeline
which runs below the Classic Minerals tenements and directly supplying some of WSA’s
operations. A study has been completed and it was decided, on an amicable basis, that the Classic’s
operations would not affect the pipeline or supply to WSA’s operations.
The positive conclusion of this matter brings the Company one step closer to cash flow as it
marches towards production in 2021.
This now paves the way for the following major pre-production milestones to occur which is
expected to revalue the Company’s profile between now and early February 2021:
•

Mining Access Application – now complete by the lifting of the Objection;

•

Commencement of Native Title Negotiations (expected completion 26th Dec 2020);

•

Consent of Native Title Approval;

•

Mining Lease Approval MLA 74/249, and

•

Mining Plan lodgement.

The Company is close to completion for all studies and documentation required for lodging the
Mining Plan Application, which will be lodged immediately on Grant of Mining Lease Approval
MLA 74/249. In conjunction with this the company has begun preparing a pre-feasibility study at
Kat Gap expected to show that the project will be rapidly brought into production by utilising a
low-cost recovery method that will enable the Company to generate early cash-flows.
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Classic Minerals Chairman, John Lester, said:
“Classic is very pleased to be able to report this important milestone…. it paves the way for the
grant of a Mining Lease over the planned production area and is a critical development step for Kat
Gap to become the next production asset for the company”.

Figure1: Kat Gap tenement boundary with Mining Lease area in green

This announcement has been authorised by the Board
ENDS:
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